Government of India (भारत सरकार)
Ministry of Railways (रेल मंत्रालय)
(Railway Board) (रेलवे बोर्ड)

No.TC-I/2020/214/efile/1 (3323427)  New Delhi, dt.27.01.2021

Chief Commercial Manager/FM
Central Railway

Sub: Charging Freight on Through Distance Basis in case of Sidings
Ref: (i) Rates Master Circular/Freight on Through Distance Basis/2014/0 dt.24.09.2014

Please refer to CR’s letter under reference (ii) seeking clarification whether system of charging freight on Through Distance Basis will be applicable in case rakes are coming with electric power up to the serving station and placed in the siding with diesel power.

In this regard, it is to state that guidelines for charging freight on Through Distance Basis are stipulated vide Rates Master Circular under reference (i). Para 2.0(a) of the circular stipulates that the system of charging freight on Through Distance Basis is not allowed “when inward rake coming on electric power up to the serving station are subsequently taken by diesel power into the siding”.

(K K Mishra)
Director Traffic Commercial(Rates)
Railway Board
(kk.mishra@gov.in)